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World Cup SpeCial report

KicKing Brazil’s 
World cup plans 
into touch
As Brazil prepares to host the World Cup, has its plans to transform 
12 host cities proven a step too far?
By RoBin yapp

hen Brazil first secured the World cup, the 
former star footballer romario stood side by 
side with his nation’s triumphant delegation 
in zurich as Fifa announced its winning bid.

But in the seven years since, romario has entered politics 
and become a strident critic of the vast spending on 12 World 
cup stadiums while the country’s infrastructure and public 
services remain inadequate. off the pitch, he recently claimed, 
his country “has already lost the World cup.”

serious delays at several stadiums have given football’s global 
governing body Fifa cause for concern with last minute works 
continuing in curitiba, cuiaba and sao paulo, host of the 
opening match on June 12th.

sports minister aldo rebelo has guaranteed the stadiums will 
be ready in time, pointing to Brazil’s experience in organising 
the world’s biggest carnival every year, therefore the World 
cup would not pose a problem, adding: “i cannot see how we 
will have a major challenge.” nevertheless, Fifa has seen fit 
to remind the host nation there is “no choice” in the matter.

Which begs the question: why do nations spend billions every 
year competing to host, and then staging, sporting events on 
such a huge scale in what can only amount to a massive headache 
for governments and city planners?

on the plus side, there is the unique opportunity of 
demonstrating social cohesion, sound organisation, economic 
planning and attracting tourists.

the potential benefits are huge, as witnessed in the 1992 
olympics in Barcelona and more recently with the london 
2012 olympics, where a nation perhaps better known for its 
cynicism than jingoistic pride unexpectedly united in patriotic 
fervour. the uK also received a £9.9 billion ($16.7 billion) 
trade and investment boost in the 12 months after the games.

the allure is clear – perhaps especially so for developing 
nations – but achieving all these criteria is a tough task.

romario’s comments highlight mounting focus within Brazil 
on the choices authorities have made about wider infrastructure 
projects planned for the tournament, many of which have 
not been delivered. of 50 urban mobility projects originally 
listed, 22 were withdrawn and only five were finished by april 
including a $705 million light rail line connecting cuiaba and 
its nearest airport, which will not open to the public until 2015.

separately, a tender for a 260-mile high speed rail link 
between sao paulo and rio de Janeiro has yet to be awarded. 
Meanwhile Manaus is the only host city not to receive a single 
urban transport upgrade while there are fears its 42,000-capacity 
stadium will become a white elephant in a city without a major 
football team.

the international Monetary Fund blames weak infrastructure 
for holding Brazil back - no surprise since it ranks 114th out of 
148 nations in that respect, according to the World Economic 
Forum.

professor simon shibli, head of the sport industry research 
centre at the uK’s sheffield hallam university, says sporting 
events can be “a trojan horse” in the development of airports, 
urban transport and hotels.

he says Barcelona delivered “40 or 50 years of infrastructure 
improvements,” transforming its image and creating a lasting 
legacy as a leading tourist destination.

But he adds: “Brazil has not seen the World cup in those terms 
but rather as just an event and a hassle to meet the regulations. 

“Fully functioning stadia that look the part are essential. But 
when there is a squeeze, the first thing to go are the desirable 
elements – social legacy and infrastructure impact.”

of 13 major airports undergoing improvements, only two 
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– in natal and recife – are considered fully ready, while 
passengers in Fortaleza will have to pass through a temporary 
canvas terminal.

Eventually, these works will have to be completed and 
october’s presidential election will provide another incentive 
for the government to hurry them along.

once the winners have lifted the trophy and the anticipated 
600,000 foreign supporters have left, what else can Brazilians 
expect in terms of infrastructure and legacy?

rebelo says none of the projects put forward by the Matrix 
of responsibilities, a strategic investment plan for World cup-
related upgrades in host cities signed by former sports minister 
orlando silva in 2010, will be abandoned.

“the legacy of the FiFa World cup has been ensured,” he 
says. “Brazil will have safer and more comfortable cities, more 
modern airports and ports, in addition to a more efficient public 
transport system.

“congressman romario has the right to voice his opinion 
on any subject. Brazil has had several victories off the pitch:.
thousands of workers were employed by World cup-related 
construction works. 

“a study by Ernst and Young consultancy and the getulio 
Vargas Foundation shows the World cup is going to generate 
3.6 million jobs in Brazil.”

according to rebelo, the six million visitors passing through 
rio, recife and salvador during the last carnival - about double 

the total number of tourists expected for the World cup - are 
a good mark of Brazil’s ability to cope with crowds.

and just as london pushed sustainability up the agenda 
for sporting events, Brazil has picked up the baton with solar 
panels in many stadiums with all 12 applying for leadership in 
energy and environmental design awards from the us green 
Building council.

But adriano pires, head of the Brazilian infrastructure 
institute, a rio-based consultancy, said Brazil’s determination to 
have 12 host cities for political reasons has been a major problem.

“there will be benefits but they will be much smaller than 
hoped,” he says. “With fewer host cities they could have 
achieved more.”

“Fully functioning stadia that look 
the part are essential. But when 
there is a squeeze, the first thing to 
go are the desirable elements – social 
legacy and infrastructure impact.”

Brazils Sports Minister Aldo Rebelo (L) and FIFA secretary general
 Jerome Valcke (R) on a tour of the Arena Sao Paulo in January this year
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